
iLit Vocabulary- Unit 2.9 - 2.17 

 

Vocabulary 
Word 

Definition: 

1. confident adj. very sure of something 

EX: I am confident that I will do well on the test. 

2. incurable adj. not able to be healed 

EX: Asthma is incurable, but can be treated. 

3. interpret v. translate or explain understanding 

EX: I interpret by the baby’s crying, that she must be 
hungry. 

4. mental adj. of the mind 

EX: I did mental math to figure out the equation. 

5. project n. a created product to represent understanding of a 
concept.  
EX: The students worked hard on their science project. 

6. research v. to search or look for answers 

EX: I went to the library to research dolphins. 

7. tropical adj. having features of a place that is hot and humid 

EX: I want to go to a tropical place on vacation. 

8. evacuate v. to leave a dangerous place or situation 

EX: We had to evacuate during the fire. 

9. monitor n. piece of equipment with a screen 

EX: My computer monitor went blank. 

10. strategically  adv. important to carry out a strategy or plan 

EX: He strategically moved his next chess piece. 
 

11. levee n. a wall built to hold a body of water to prevent flooding 

EX: We built the levee to prevent the street from 
flooding. 
 



12. inquired v. asked 

EX: I inquired about the new job. 

13. obvious adj. easily seen or understood 

EX: It is obvious that it will rain today. 

14. 
preparedness 

n. state of being prepared or ready 

EX: My mother’s preparedness made our vacation go 
well.  

15. gesture v. showed with movement or expression 

EX: I made a gesture for Jimmy to follow me. 

16. concerned v. to be worry about 
EX: I was concerned that you were hurt. 

17. scheme n. a plan of action 

EX: She had a scheme to make money. 

18. necessary adj. needed or required 

EX: It is necessary to be prepared for class.  

 

Skills: 
Compare- Explain how to or more things are ALIKE 

Contrast-  Explain how two or more things are DIFFERENT 

Paraphrase- Retell in your own words what a passage is about 
Modify and add- change your writing by adding more adjectives to 
describe 
 


